Few historians have paid specific attention to relational issues of race, research, and power in their approaches to African and African diasporic history, although these layered and often-debated issues have much to do with our understanding and valuation of Africa and its diasporic communities in Europe, Asia, and the Americas. These parts of the world were not only embedded in the "Atlantic slave trade" that configured the "Africa" we know and its American diaspora, but where this enterprise has been debated the most and where race and research bring into sharper relief important power dynamics. In fact, the debate between the late Walter Rodney and John Fage over the impact of the "slave trade" on African and European societies underscores how research and writing remain deeply entangled with issues of power and race. The most enduring charge leveled against Guyana-born Walter Rodney is that "racialized," diasporic Africans cannot emotionally or ideologically detach themselves sufficiently enough from racially proximate topics or sites of research in order to produce "untrammeled scholarship."
of knowledge about Africa and its diaspora, since the archives that we access-where we encounter sources and subjects-are located in subjugated African and diasporic locales and a racialized, draconian (neo-)European world.
This chapter explores some of the ways in which power relations between (neo-)European-commonly labeled the West-and the African world have shaped and still continue to condition research in Africa and its diasporic communities. By African world, I refer to the global distribution of African populations in Africa, Europe, Asia, and the Americas as a result of historically situated movements, dispersals, migrations, and exile. In contrast, neo-European societies are those states that succeeded the colonial governments established by settler colonies outside of Europe and as a direct outcome of European global expansion and hegemony. 3 Power relations within and between society influence the production of knowledge and the value that societies place on it. A geographically and intellectually unstable "Atlantic world," so popular in contemporary scholarship, represented a global shift in the balance of power and, consequently, a construction through European maps, travel accounts, charters, and legal instruments. These maps, accounts, and charters constitute the foundational sources archived and valuated in (neo-)European societies and which form the very staple of our studies. Whether African diasporic life in white societies or in subjugated African ones, we access archives and societies that are still framed by silences and research subjects that reflect and share with us the very power relations that shape their lives as well as what we research and write. Using specific research experiences in Ghana, Brazil, and the Bahamas, this chapter calls for greater attention to these critical issues and to the scholarship on Africa and its diaspora that reflects them in the production and dissemination of knowledge.
Research Matters I: Ghana 2001
In December 2001, I began research for my first major project, in Takyiman (Techiman District) in central Ghana, West Africa. As a research site, Ghana was quite literally chosen for me. I had a dream in which a healer, or spiritualist, told me that I had to go to Ghana if I wanted to know more about my great-great-grandmother. The dream corresponded with research that I was conducting at the time on my own family history and my grandfather's work as an herbalist (odunsini). The dream inspired me to go to Ghana. After I settled on Ghana as a research site, I launched a project that focused on healers and their practices among the Akan people and what I term local archives of cultural knowledge-that is, proverbs, oral histories, drum texts, and cloth with graphic signs and patterns-conceptualized and interpreted medicine and healing in Akan societies over the past century.
Akan societies have historically been geographically located between the Komoé and Volta rivers and from the Atlantic littoral to the forest fringe. Culturally, they are defined by a shared language, ethos, calendrical system, sociopolitical order, traditions of origin, and a high degree of ideological conformity. Distinct from other societies in the region and largely homogeneous, the Akan remain the cultural nucleus of contemporary Ghana.
I arrived in Takyiman, one of the foundational Akan societies situated on the northern edge of the semideciduous forest, during the harmattan season and in a political climate in which John Agyekum Kufour had recently been elected as Ghana's president. As the dry and dusty winds blew from the savanna regions south of the Sahara desert into Ghana, this trip and the many that would follow involved key encounters, conversations, and debates that helped shape my early understanding and valuation of who and what I researched in the Ghanaian and African diasporic context. These developments were directly related to my personal background. I was born to parents of Jamaican and Akan ancestry. I felt right at home in Ghana, not simply because of the apparent congruency between the people, foods, landscapes, languages, and general patterns of life of Jamaica and Ghana, but as the sum total of all the intangibles that link the cultures of the two countries. This sense was also conditioned by my ability to speak Akan (Twi), the region's lingua franca, which I studied on my own and which helped to produce smiles on seemingly kindred faces, lubricated the minds of some to speak with me about issues that mattered to them, and, of course, facilitated my continued study of Akan language and cultural history. On the windy and slightly cold morning of December 24, 2001 , a week after I arrived in Takyiman, I wrote the following as my first journal entry:
[The] akɔmfoɔ [spiritualists] and nnunsinfoɔ [herbalists] I have spoken with thus far have, for the most part, a high regard for the nature of their work and therefore the type of information they are able and willing to share. As a researcher, this is sort of [a] dilemma since I agree that these specialists should protect their ideas and by extension those of their ancestors. But it means also that my access to 'authentic' information is limited, even in the archives. This limitation is significant for any African history researcher to realize and appreciate, for to truly know and understand indigenous knowledge, thought, practice, and language, one must be able to access those [mechanisms] which archive, protect, and transmit what is indigenous or integral to African societies. In other words, the notions of "fieldwork", "methodology", "applied or received theory", "historiography", "validity" of ideas or knowledge systems, for instance, all must be re-conceptualized based upon [indigenous knowledge systems] . . . [I]t seems evident to me that the more we study, the more we come to know of ourselves [and those we study]. 4 As Emil Torday stated, usually, "[t]hese private opinions [do] not make the printed page . . . nor are they found in the [Africanists' field notes or publications]." 5 I have chosen to share this journal entry because it reflects the newness of Ghana and so-called field research for me, but also several key issues related to sources, subjects, and subjugation embedded in Ghana and the larger African world.
First, the entry acknowledges the need for respect for the humanity and vocation of my informants ("sources"), even though Ghana's media and school curricula have not offered this respect. Furthermore, my doing so had the potential to constrain my own research. Second, my respect for research informants enabled me to recognize the layers and subjugation of indigenous knowledge among a range of informants and archival documents, problematize "authentic" information, and work within the silences and disclosures articulated by all these sources. Finally, the historical context and the ways in which the Akan culture bearers (my research "subjects") moved through oral recounting of their history prompted an important reconsideration of what it meant to do fieldwork, choose, or create appropriate methodology, analyze and evaluate source materials, and the validity of research and its intended and unintended outcomes. These key points formed a kind of "looking-glass" effect where I had to reflect upon and interpret my own knowledge and identity as researcher and a diasporic African, as I simultaneously looked to explore and interpret the same for those individuals and the very questions I researched.
My experiences in Ghana demonstrate that the presence or absence of fundamental respect for informants and those encountered in the documentary sources can often either constrain or facilitate research. For instance, the late Nana Kofi Kyereme became one of my most important and well-versed informants, but his significance to my research and development was not initially clear. Though Nana Kyereme allowed me to take notes during an informal conversation, he refused a formal interview on the grounds that I also had to be a healer like himself in order to access the knowledge I sought. He demonstrated that as the most senior ɔkɔmfoɔ in Takyiman he was not like others who tell "foreign researchers" what they wanted to hear about a vocation they knew or cared little about. 6 Nana Kyereme was rightfully protective of his knowledge and chose what questions he would entertain and answer, and only permitted limited access to his ideas-his world-in the course of our conversations. He had seen a bevy of researchers come and go during his lifetime who sought to exploit the minds of individuals like himself like a sort of data plantation. Few, as he described, had the decency to greet or thank him in what he regarded as a culturally acceptable manner.
It remains uncertain to me whether Nana Kyereme responded to all researchers as he did to me or if his advanced age at the time of our meeting influenced his response. There is a brief biography of him and a history of his shrine (ɔbosom that was recorded via interviews with Owusu Brempong-a Ghanaian-and Dennis Warren, a white anthropologist, in 1970. 7 During my research in 2002, Nana Kyreme, as a "research subject," reflected and shared with me the very power relations that shaped his life as well as the content of our conversations. He responded to my inquiries, but had rejected those of most of the scholars who came to him before me.
Why did Nana Kyereme choose to speak with me, considering the fact that he had previous experience with Warren and that he had helped to train the first diasporic African ɔkɔmfoɔ in Takyiman, a personal friend of mine from Trinidad? I have grown convinced that our conversation occurred because I had immersed myself culturally and was, therefore, equipped to approach him in a disarmingly respectful manner. I had scheduled an appointment and provided a copy of the research questions in Twi and English, offered him a drink and informed Nana Kyereme and his okyeame ("speech intermediary") of my mission (amanneε). In addition, previously I had accepted his decision to decline a formal interview and accepted his condition that I take on his vocation. Having satisfied his protocol, he invited me to converse with him on my research and inquired much about my diasporic African friend, Nana Kwaku Sakyi. Through this initial formal conversation, his vastly superior knowledge of medicine and healing became evident compared to other healers I interviewed, and those that I encountered in the documentary sources.
The explanatory powers of Nana Kyereme as a data source, and a few others of his caliber in the scribal sources, undermined much of the existing anthropological and historical studies on Akan medicine and healing. Sadly, my research project came to a close in May 2004 and, a few months later Nana Kyereme passed away. I include his name when I pour libation (mpaeε) and he continues to be a source of power and inspiration.
Research Matters II: Brazil and the Bahamas 2005
My research on Akan history and culture provided a path to rethinking the contours of diasporas. The African diaspora(s) in the Americas is inextricably bounded to the international enslavement enterprise("slave trade") and its domestic forms. The slave trade was the primary means through which most diasporic Africans arrived in the Americas and slavery was the institution that contributed directly to cultural change. In 2005, Brazilian president Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva traveled to Ghana. On this and several of his other African destinations he made a point to apologize for Brazil's involvement in the international enslavement enterprise and domestic slavery in Brazil. Lula's apologies in Africa came, ironically, at time when there were large numbers of "modern slaves" in Brazil, found mostly in the vast Amazon region of northern Brazil. 8 When Lula, as he is commonly known, came to power in 2002, he pledged to abolish these "nearslave" conditions in Brazil. Although his administration has taken some concrete steps, the larger legacy of plantation life for many and paradise for some still pervades Brazilian society, specifically as it relates to diasporic Africans. In 2007, Brazil had the tenth largest economy in the world, but it also had the highest levels of income inequities and wealth disparities, a paradox that is part of a larger cultural mythology of social elasticity and racial harmony often imagined as "racial democracy." 9 Defined by centuries of plantation, mining, ranching, and urban enslavement using African labor, Brazil's self-generated image of racial harmony juxtaposed to vast socioeconomic disparities, particularly for a country with the largest African (diasporic) population outside of Nigeria, fits a plantation and paradise metaphor that frames much of the Americas.
Though it does not share Brazil's layered histories of enslavement, the Bahamas offers another revealing case. It has devoted itself to the myth of the Caribbean as paradise at the expense of plantation living conditions for those black bodies that make that edenic experience possible. 10 Whether it is the plantation-style Ocean Club resort on Paradise Island in the Bahamas-a 35-acre tourist oasis that offers total seclusion-or the Copacabana beach resort and residential area in southern Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) with scores of clustered favelas ("slums") behind it, the economic polarization and cultural mythology of racial harmony or paradise for both countries-and those in between-have the same point of origin: centuries of plantation life for indigenous and African peoples that made paradise possible for European colonists. It is the continuation of both the context and content of this plantation life in places like Brazil or the Bahamas-and where we are offered "smiling black 'natives' chopping open coconuts, ready to serve, ready to please, gesturing with their hands for the viewer to come and join in the [eternal] fun" in advertisements-that those who conduct research among or write about African diasporic peoples must confront.
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In Brazil, the Jesuits held some of the largest slaveholding ranches and plantations, an important economic stake in the international enslavement enterprise in Brazil and Angola, and a number of its key members argued vigorously for physical violence against the enslaved as key to social control and for direct links between enslavement and the economic survival of colonial Brazil. 12 The laboring world of Africans in the mining districts, urban centers, or on sugar plantations (fazendas) during the nine-month harvest period (safra) where the sugar mills (engenhos) were exhaustingly worked from the afternoon until late the next morning differed little for those on Jesuitowned plantations. On a Jesuit's plantation in Santa Cruz, scholars have found that enslaved Africans created communities ordered by different quarters for the "upper class" (via brick housing filled with possessions) and "lower class" (via clay housing), marriages according to the rules of society, chose the last names of their owner, and had the possibility of purchasing their freedom through an emancipation letter costing 153,000 reis. 13 Indeed, historians can infer "classism" and naming patterns from plantation inventories, letters, and other documentary sources. But these readings-and the silences and subjugation embedded in them-do not tell us much about the interior lives of these Africans. They do not reveal why Maria Izabel was the only enslaved person on the Santa Cruz plantation able to purchase her emancipation letter, which she did on March 14, 1818, or the intentions of and outcomes for enslaved women who married "free" men and enslaved men who did the same with women who had property.
As a part of my own research at the Arquivo Nacional in Rio de Janeiro, I found that the inventory lists and other documents for the Jesuit convent in Vila de São Sebastião, owned by Frei Manoel de São Vicente Ferrer, provided fragmentary and superficial information about Africans' occupation, skin color, age, marital status, family relationships, and valuation in local currency.
14 Beyond the fact that most were married, middle-age field workers, their cultural identities obscured by Portuguese names, spiritual strivings, day-to-day negotiations, health, and the meaning and experience of being labeled preto (black) or criola (very black) or pardo (tan) remain undisclosed. All this complicates rather than elucidate and decreases the interpretative value of scholarship that is less revealing about the meaningful corridors of African diasporic lives.
The fundamental issue here is how historians and others read concerns like dissension, "classism," resistance, spirituality, culture development and deployment, "racial" identity and belonging, and gender from and into the sources. The world they imagine and put into print often reifies the paradise created by the plantations-implicitly yielding to the thesis of Gilberto Freyre's Casa Grande e Senzala. While I listened to a white female scholar at a conference in Brazil discuss how liberating prostitution was for African women-the iconic mulatta and the sensual black women-I then thought about some of those who made this freedom possible: the German and Italian voyeur-men who position their camcorders up the legs of these women at carnival and the tourism industry's exploitation of the climate and African diasporic culture as part of a multinational capitalism that offered samba, "sun, sand, sex, smiles, and [the] servility" of dark-skinned persons. 15 This image of paradise is buttressed by the historic and contemporary labor and composite culture of Afro-Brazilians who form more than 80 percent of all prison inmates, 70 percent of those living below the poverty line, the majority of those in the poorest housing facilities, and the majority of the homeless in Brazil's urban centers, including street children murdered by hired and retired police officers. Further, Brazilians of African descent are made iconic through samba lyrics that focus on the malandro (smooth-talking hustler) or mulatta or otário (utterly unintelligent person), and who experience a range of anti-African sentiments in matters of skin color, hair texture, and general aesthetics (e.g., catinga, "body odor [of the African]" and songs like Nega do cabelo duro, "black women with hard hair"). 16 These caricatures are no different from those ornamental caricatures-that is, carte de visite (presentation cards), picturesque figures carved in wood and other souvenirs of an idealized imperial past-in eighteenth-and nineteenth-century Portugal, Brazil, and in postslavery societies within the Americas and some parts of Africa. 17 For the Bahamas, and not unlike Brazil and the rest of the Americas, the past conditions the present and the present conditions the past in that its local culture developed over centuries is caricatured and performed in the hotels, clubs, carnival and "folk" festivals. They are commodified into exotic entertainment, a colonial past in terms of its plantations, buildings, forts, and dress is preserved to promote nostalgia and a fantasy of the "good old days." Consequently, people of African descent in Brazil and the Caribbean "have resurrected paradise for the people who invented it, for the people who placed their ancestors in encomienda, slavery, and indenture in order to enjoy it."
18 Not surprisingly, the largest consumers of the tourism packaged as "paradise" in the Americas and the biggest consumers of an idyllic, imperial past and its ornamental caricatures are one and the same.
This kind of tourism is remarkably similar to efforts in Ghana. In these efforts, most citizens of Ghana see diasporic Africans as tourists and tourism as primarily a path to "development." They generally are unconcerned with the international enslavement enterprise in their literal and metaphoric "whitening" of the "slave castles" in Cape Coast and Elmina. Diasporic Africans, however, view "the castles as sacred ground not to be desecrated," and, for them, confronting the castles is confronting lived histories and memories embedded in very real collective experiences. 19 It is, therefore, not surprising that many break down and cry not out of performance or pity but rather out of an equally real need to engage and embrace a history so painful-in order to heal. The contestation between diasporic Africans and the Akan over the meaning of the Elmina castle, for instance, goes beyond a divide between the two. It is rather about vested interests in the interpretation of the restored castle and about whose story should be told: Dutch tourists are interested in the period when the castle was under Dutch rule, British tourists in British colonial rule, Asante persons in the room that housed Nana Agyeman Prempeh I, whom most Ghanaians see as a symbol of resistance to British colonialism, and diasporic Africans in all of these. 20 Colonial People, Places, and Publishing Enslavement and colonialism configured neo-European societies in the Americas and those in Africa. They became racialized social orders with "ethnic" groups, gender inequities, and mechanisms of sociocultural inclusion and exclusion. In these social arrangements, whites viewed themselves as nonethnic and nonracial and, therefore, they always belong when researching and writing about whomever and wherever Europeans had established slave societies or colonial rule. The research of white scholars in Ghana can be advanced through "chieftaincy" privileges bestowed upon them by those in power when very few Ghanaian scholars-with comparable credentials-are rarely made "development chiefs" in their own country and culture. 21 This is not to say that white scholars remain unaware of their white privilege in the field and in publishing. On the contrary, they are acutely aware of how such liberties may complicate their work, but they do little to change the power relations that made and make their access to people, places, and publishing possible. For those that do "field research," there is no consistent method to accurately or even unproblematically represent the power inequities in the field that are rooted in the legacies of imperialism and slavery.
For historians and other scholars whose research staple is not among the living but rather in physical archives and prestigious repositories, there is also the theme of power relations. An immense quantity of dense records, artifacts and material culture, monuments, and even human remains from Africa are found outside of Africa in European and North American archives that own, valuate, and control who can access these objects for research. It is the ultimate rites-of-passage for historians to go to the archives and for the anthropologist to go to the field. Yet, for the historian or anthropologist, these "coming of age" experiences certify both to make careers out of researching and writing about subjugated and silenced peoples. In turn, they present themselves as champions of African interests. 22 Ivor Wilks' study of nineteenth-century Asante is a telling example. He attempts to rescue the polity from charges of barbarism and denies its own uniqueness by presenting it in Weberian and Marxist terms, consequently earning a most prestigious Africanists award from the African Studies Association and the label "dean of scholars writing about the Asante of Ghana." 23 Certainly, we cannot simply reduce the matter of research to white power and African subjugation, but we do need to seriously consider the ubiquity of how unequal and historically situated power relations between African diasporic and (neo-)European societies frame not only our research into an "ethnographic" place or the past but the researcher as well.
From the above perspective, white male historians such as the late John D. Fage could easily declare that when diasporic Africans research the slave trade their projects "have rather little to do with scholarship. Obviously the whole issue of a slave trade across the Atlantic and of slave systems in the New World in which whites did all the exploitation and all the suffering was by blacks must be highly emotive." 24 Fage and others can research and write African history for he is always emotionally, ideologically, and "ethnically" detached, because he is not one of them. Without such obstructions to "untrammeled scholarship," he can speak authoritatively for those silenced and subjugated by the very processes that sustained his privileges in Britain and the academic world. Joseph Inikori argues that though sentiments are a part of the slave trade debate in which Fage and Rodney were involved, conceptual confusion and paradigm limitations are central in that debate participants use inappropriate paradigms. Therefore, believing opposing arguments are driven by ideology and emotion. 25 This may be so, but the ways in which this debate has been polarized along racial lines-in that the "opposing arguments" come largely from diasporic Africans-suggests that all scholarship is ideological and, as such, much of the recalcitrant arguments seek to unsettle the image and interests of (neo-)European societies implicated in it. Though Fage's remark was directed toward the late Walter Rodney and his "underdevelopment of Africa" thesis, 26 they speak to two issues with which this essay is centrally concerned. The first is the ownership of the very enslavement and resultant colonial enterprises that created paradise and plantation, "Africa" and its contemporary diaspora, and, of course, the invention of the "Americas" and "Europe" since the fifteenth century. 27 The second is the ways in which scholarship that matters for (diasporic) Africa and not (neo-) European societies are treated in academic discourse. These issues have been addressed to some extent, but I want to further explore the second in my own work and thus return to and close with the Akan and Ghana.
My research project in Takyiman among indigenous healersand among whom Nana Kofi Kyereme was key-was published as Indigenous Medicine and Knowledge in African Society (hereafter, IMKAS) in 2007. A year later, one reviewer, a medical anthropologist, offered a critical review that was much in defense of his field and one of his former colleagues, Dennis Warren. I, in turn, responded not in defense of my work but rather to make it clear I that did not write the book to engage in debates about medical anthropology. My purpose was to provide a more thoughtful perspective on Akan medicine grounded in the ideational and pragmatic world of its practitioners and users, as a means to advance the study and use of indigenous therapeutic resources for Ghana.
In my response to the review, I urged readers to evaluate the book for what it set out to do rather than what it should have done for medical anthropology. Perhaps, the reviewer misread my work the way he did because he is a medical anthropologist who saw it as an affront to the dissertation-and later publications-of another anthropologist, the late Dennis Warren, and, therefore, reduced my book to "a commentary on Warren's work." Positioning my work this way made it seem as if I had some preoccupation or obsession with Warren's work, when, in fact, it was the reviewer who devoted one-third of his review to Warren's "monumental dissertation." In my 240-page book, Warren's published works receive less than a page of treatment. The reviewer charged that I was dishonest about Warren's reliance on one healer, but, in several instances, Warren himself admitted the baseline data for his dissertation (and later published articles) derived from nearly 1500 "disease names organized into a 12-level taxonomic system expressed by one venerated Bono priest-healer [i.e., Nana Kofi Donkor]." 28 To be sure, I was less concerned with Warren's work for posterity or with personality-driven matters-and I had all reason to as the one who, by invitation, went thoroughly through his entire collection of papers and slides at the University of Iowa and prepared an assessment of it for other scholars.
I noted that the reviewer and others can rest assured that Warren's place in the field of medical anthropology or African studies and development is not in jeopardy, though his works have been rightfully criticized by Robert Pool, Peter Ventevogel, and others, including myself. A big difference between the former and me is that they are all white (medical) anthropologists and I am not. My scholarship focuses primarily on West African, Akan, and African diasporic history. This distinction is critical because I produced a book that was a contemporary history with a specific and explicit focus on an African therapeutic system as it existed and based stingingly on a reading of various sources, including but not limited to the "ideas" of indigenous healers, each treated as an independent source.
Historians cannot simply create data as others would in the field or in their imagination, but rather use the material (e.g., plants) and each ideational (e.g., medicinal concepts) records available. In my research on healers in Takyiman, each healer was an independent source that confirmed the salient ideas of others-each clarified or supported by varied archives of Akan cultural knowledge-producing, in the end, a perspective grounded in a composite Akan culture and history. Similar to Ivor Wilks' study of nineteenth century Asante, Dennis Warren attempted to prove that the Bono had a "scientific" basis to their therapeutic system like us (read "Westerners"). Pool used a village in Cameroon to examine issues not important to that village but to Western medical anthropologists, Ventevogel used the Primary Health Training for Indigenous Healers program to do the same and to fulfill his thesis requirement as a graduate student. None sought to principally ground their study in the culture and language of those studied-which presupposes fluency in both-in ways that these African communities might progressively use the researcher's findings. My aim was just that: a study anchored in cultural understandings with a pragmatic value for individuals and institutions interested in health and healing in Ghana. I did not write for Western anthropology.
What the reviewer revealed, more than anything else, is the failure of medical anthropology to excavate African perspectives on matters that are actually relevant to African societies. This failure to locate African perspectives on therapeutic matters that may or may not be important concerns is a function of the anthropological quest for "ethnographic cases" that lend themselves to issues in the field of medical anthropology rather than African knowledge and perspectives of the field (i.e., Africa). My book was crafted with the latter cause in mind and if it did not behave the way in which the medical anthropologist desired, I remained unapologetic. Repeatedly, I stated, "The purpose of the research project is to investigate how 'medicine' is conceptualized and interpreted based on specialists and archives of indigenous knowledge." 29 This rather than Warren's dissertation should have been the benchmark for reviewing my work. In the end, the reviewer claimed I did not prove what he thought was my case, but, as irony and logic would have it, he did not prove his either because he failed to read my work on its own terms and according to what it sought to do. This state of affairs capture much of Akan and African studies in that scholars fail to read African societies on and in their own historically and culturally specific terms.
Implications for Studying African World History
The issues of historically situated power relations, subjugation, and racialized thinking have profoundly shaped the lives of and research about African and African diasporic peoples. Although the field of African history has yet to come to terms with these issues, the very meaning and survival of the field in and outside of African and African diasporic societies depends on it. During the cold war era, Africa was annexed into "area studies," which meant African history was stubbornly bounded to the continent of Africa. This "area studies" approach-financed and framed by the politics of North American and European governments-had fatal consequences. 30 First, not even all of the continent and its outlying islands were considered "African" though in or contiguous to "Africa," and the nation-states manufactured in the 1960s became units of analysis unto themselves and without regard to lineages and languages that made nonsense out of the boundaries which those states and the Organization of African Unity (now the African Union) reified. Second, if human history is about the experiences of people over time and across space, then the "area studies" approach has sterilized "African history" by conceptually incarcerating it to a fixed geography rather than a focus on its peoples and their historic "diasporas" within and outside of Africa. Lastly, white scholars and African ones under their tutelage have been apt to charge "invention" of traditions, histories, and identities, including but not limited to diasporic Africans claiming (to be) Africa(n), though they have done very little to unambiguously define the intellectual arena in which those charges are made. For purposes of defining a discourse or field of study, what are the pragmatic and intellectual boundaries of the "Africa(n)" in African history or African studies? In other words, the continued debate about what is (and what is not) African studies is one embedded in the unequal power relations between African/African diasporic and (neo-)European societies, and the politics and ordering of knowledge in academia. The very structuring of academia reflects its social order-in that political regimes are usually supported by knowledge regimes-and so African studies had no other fate in the academy than on the margins, nearing dissolution via budget cuts and the politics of relevance in so-called postracial societies.
Between the historic collapse of colonialism and communism, African studies became an epistemological decolonization struggle against marginalization and objectification within the domains of knowledge consolidated into disciplinary formations, but on the fringes of academia and coalesced into "area studies." African and diasporic African scholars fought to interrogate and reconfigure the paradigms and methods of those formations in and outside of academia as a knowledge project that organized knowledge in particular ways, so as to shape understandings of Africa in public and intellectual life. The history of African studies at Howard University is one example. 31 But the enduring history of African studies or academic African history is one of whites in Europe and North America establishing the discipline, creating a racialized hierarchy that positioned whites in control of the mechanisms responsible for the production and dissemination of knowledge about Africa. 32 When this hegemony and the subjugation of African and African diasporic claims to African studies was challenged in 1969, entrenched stakeholders a part of the African Studies Association (ASA) framed the issue as one of "untrammeled scholarly inquiry" with respect to African studies against "black interests" driven by "strong emotion" and "progressive politics." 33 What was at stake then and, arguably, now? One ASA stakeholder responded, "the future of African studies in the United States." 34 Since intellectual ownership of a discipline and a continent of now one billion people were also at stake, there was no consolidation of the domains of knowledge or control within African studies but an inevitable fracturing that created various professional organizations and versions of African studies. Interestingly enough, the domain of African history remained with the ASA variant of African studies, so much so that very few scholars in the fields of African American studies, black studies, or Africana studies have seriously engage in African history beyond ancient Egypt.
Framed by silences and subjugation, the power relations between (neo-)European societies and the African world continue to condition research and scholarship on African and African diasporic lives and subjects, and the linkages between Africa and its diasporic communities on one hand and between social orders and the academy on the other. 35 The series, however, did show how race and racialized thinking shaped knowledge produced about Africa and the African diaspora and how those attached to "powerful" institutions like Harvard University and a bevy of foundations reproduce the silences and subjugation of African and African diasporic history, even if the mouthpiece of the series was of African descent. We should not confuse the "front man" with those who nurtured his insanity and allowed for the production and dissemination of a topic-the African world-for which many are acutely misinformed or uninformed.
In Curtin's case, his commentary was an argument also about race and racism in bemoaning "intellectual apartheid" and the "use of racial criteria in filling faculty posts in the field of African history," suggesting a kind of reverse discrimination against those who were white (males) and the hiring of unqualified African and African diasporic scholars. 36 Curtin's former colleague, Jan Vansina, had resigned from the American Historical Association on similar grounds. Was there any merit to Curtin's central claim? In response to Curtin's commentary in the Chronicle, Thomas Spear at the University of Wisconsin at Madison-where Curtin is credited with founding African studies-noted that in their 1995 applicant pool for African history and over the past thirty years, 75 percent or more in both categories were white and male-the same as the 1992 membership of ASA based on Spear's informal survey. 37 The increasing numbers of African scholars intellectually and physically migrating to (neo-)European societies may have troubled Curtin and perhaps Vansina even more, which would be ironic for both have presented themselves as champions of African studies and interests. The respective memoirs of Vansina and Curtin were aptly titled, Living with Africa and On the Fringes of History. 38 For the historical study of the African world, we can only begin to move it from the fringes of history and academia when we define this knowledge project as a global endeavor fixed on people (rather than geography) and locate the project in (diasporic) African societies as an epistemological decolonization tool against silencing, subjugation, and intellectual outsourcing. Toward that end, scholars and scholarship on (diasporic) Africa have much to do with creating the conditions for concrete shifts in power relations and approaches that balance how we (re)assess and access an expanding African world.
The Power of Sources and the Sources of Power
The respect that I showed Nana Kyereme and others in the course of my research in Takyiman allowed me to further understand the layers of indigenous knowledge and processes of localized knowledge production, the problematic of seeking "authentic" information, and the limits of all sources in the context of the society that produce them. This included the silences and disclosures articulated by them.
Anthropological and historical knowledge produced through and on African subjects in the past half-a-millennium was and is still a negotiated knowledge created at the confluence of researcher, interpreter, and informant, though often presented-in print form-under single authorship. Much of this knowledge, however, was brokered by specific interests and shaped by the power relations inherit in each encounter.
In colonial Gold Coast (present-day Ghana), for example, much of the early European accounts used local informants in varying degrees. It remains difficult to discern the "African voices" in the text or subtext of those narratives. The power of reducing reality to writing and publishing it for a market that consumed exoticism and the spectacle of "blackness" was beyond the control of the African informant. The limits of subject power outside the local context remains the case, arguably, today. Ray Kea argues that "it is not farfetched therefore to consider many of the documentary sources African 'texts' which were transmitted through the letters, reports, accounts, etc. of Europeans." 39 In most cases, a limited number of brokers and merchants were the key informants in these documentary sources. It was primarily men who engaged in commerce in the Gold Coast, and with competing interests, values, and intentions, but the details of which, including their identities and relations, remain, with very few exceptions, undisclosed. Whatever voice they have in these "African texts," they do not speak for the larger population in and beyond the coastal enclaves-spheres of localized knowledge existed among a crosssection of peoples and none of which merchants or office-holders monopolized. 40 Invariably, whether Africans or Europeans produce a source, neither is more or less authentic. They pose similar challenges: each is usually produced by and for members in their respective societies. Scholars must examine both oral and written sources with due consideration of their contexts and intended audiences.
African studies is a product of European imperialism that was not reinvented during the spirit of nationalism and decolonization of the 1960s. Therefore, the methodologies and theories that dominate African studies are steeped in the various disciplines that had literally written Africa and Africans out of history and marginalized them as the uncivilized, barbarous, and inferior. My experience grappling with the historical context and the ways in which Akan culture bearers ("subjects") presented Akan history prompted me to reconsider what it means to conduct fieldwork, examine appropriate methodology, and strategies to interpret source material, none of which speaks for themselves. In the last half-century, unfortunately, little headway has been made in the development of "home grown" methods and theories within African studies or history. For instance, the ongoing debate over the value of written and oral sources for Akan or African studies is an artificial one. At its core is the more fundamental issue of power relations in the academic production of knowledge. 41 Oral history, and the methods associated with it, remains central to these relations. Jan Vansina, author of Oral Traditions as History, argues that the "weakness in chronology is one of the greatest limitations of all oral traditions." Yet he fails to consider whether the "weakness in chronology" is not inherent to a chronology concept rooted in the Georgian calendar rather than in a number of African calendrical systems that organize time and the narratives or events that accompany it quite differently. 42 In fact, the Akan have had a calendrical system of their own since their earliest presence in the documentary sources, but this fact remains neglected in the recording of Akan history. Be that as it may, historians have deemed Vansina's text groundbreaking and have accepted it widely, while ignoring his neglect of the ways in which African societies mark and measure time and ascribe meaning to their historical events.
Similar to Vansina's work, what we encounter in the theses, dissertations, refereed journal articles, and books that come out of fieldwork or archival research in the African context is not really "African history" but rather a kind of African history through European optics that become consumed and hailed by scholars in Europe, North America, and in African universities. Such histories are produced by individuals attached to "powerful" academic and publishing institutions outside of Africa. Indeed, as Jonathan Reynolds noted in a contribution to the H-Africa discussion network, "Despite [the Africanists'] idealized self-image as selfless seekers of knowledge, the political economy of how knowledge is produced follows market forces not unlike those found in the private sector. We seek capital investment for research. We use those funds to acquire raw materials during fieldwork. That fieldwork is often funded by capital-rich Western institutions and is facilitated by cheap African labor. Once the material is 'mined,' we retire to our Western institutions to refine it. Finally, we strike deals with Western publishers to manufacture it into articles and monographs." 43 These key points regarding research, power relations, and knowledge production formed a "looking-glass" effect where I had to reflect upon and interpret my own knowledge and identity as researcher and a diasporic African, as I simultaneously looked to explore and interpret the same for those individuals and the very topics I researched. From this perspective, one of the most significant revelations, at least to me, was the vast amount of detailed ethnographic and historical information available on Asante (the Kingdom of Asante) and people of Ghana after the British conquered them and placed them under imperial rule in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Between Carl Christian Reindorf's self-published History of the Gold Coast and Asante in 1889 and Ivor Wilks' reprint of Asante in the Nineteenth Century in 1989, a larger body of literature was created on Asante than any other West African society. However, noticeably after the British invaded Asante in 1874, European missionaries began to establish posts outside of Kumase, the Asante capital, in the late 1870s, and the protracted civil war that crippled Asante between 1884 and 1888. Prior to Reindorf's book, very few texts-rather than the reports and correspondences between Asante and British, Dutch, and Muslim merchants-focused on Asante at all.
In fact, it was these aforementioned processes punctuated by British annexation and placement under its protectorate scheme that gave individuals like Robert S. Rattray and Margaret J. FieldsBritish colonial anthropologists whose "research" bolstered British indirect rule-unfettered access to subjugated peoples. Rattray traveled extensively to areas formerly under Asante control. Although he was no historian by training or temperament, his collected works on the Asante are still considered "a monument of colonial ethnography and manifestly a major source" for Asante and Akan studies. 44 The unequal power relations between Britain and its colonies transformed the cultures and peoples of what is now Ghana into subjects and sources to be mined and re-mined-a process sustained by Peace Corp volunteers, NGO workers, thesis and dissertation seekers, study abroad participants, multinational corporations, and others too numerous to name. The very nature of power relations between (neo-)European societies and African ones still conditions the present and frames research in Africa or its worldwide diasporic communities, particularly those in the Americas. 
